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1. 1. Yes. 2. Yes. 3. Yes 

2. The terms clearly separates the act of ‘driving’ from being in charge of the vehicle and 

therefore meets your objective. 

3. I agree with the paper that there is a risk that the lines of responsibility will be blurred.  It 

seems that a fully automated vehicle should be exactly that with the onus on safety lying 

with the manufacturer, not the user. This does not prevent someone taking action to avert 

risk if they become aware of a critical situation, however that is a different position to 

‘requiring’ action and therefore being at fault for failing to take such action. 

4. As suggested in the paper there may be some roles more suitable for no a user in charge 

arrangement, such as valet parking. It seems to me that having no steering wheel, brake 

pedals etc. must be the ultimate aim of the autonomous vehicle, however this may only be 

achieved by proving concepts incrementally.  A manufacturer may have to prove their 

concept in an environment with less objective risk – closed routes, valet parking, private 

roads – before being licensed to operate in ‘public’ environments or roads. 

5. Yes, but in an incremental way, as described above. 

6. I agree with the paper when it states there should be a cautious approach, which preserves a 

clear line between driving and not driving.   This area is absolutely intrinsic to the whole 

debate, what is driving and what is not.  I think you cannot be in charge of the vehicle while 

distracted in any way.  Even today I think we have failed to recognise how significant being 

distracted from the task of driving increases the risk factors involved.  This new technology 

offers us the opportunity to be clear that you should not drive while distracted. 

7. 1. No. 2. As above, you cannot be required to take immediate charge of something that has 

quite clearly gone, or is going wrong, and therefore at a moment when risk is higher than it 

has been at any other point on the current journey, while being allowed to be distracted. I 

therefore believe no activities should be permitted. 

8. 1. Yes. 2. Yes. 3. Yes. 

9. Yes. 

10. I think independent third party testing is essential and a new safety assurance system should 

be weighted accordingly. 

11. One of the primary objectives of a safety assurance system must be to instil public 

confidence in autonomous vehicle design and operation.  A scheme which has sufficient 

national recognition but with input from locally accountable highways authorities runs the 

risk of introducing significant variance on what is and what is not permitted for use across 

the UK.  This is new technology requiring a new approach to governance, it could be that a 

‘council’ of representatives is required to bring local context for consideration by any safety 

assurance scheme, the scheme itself will require very visible and accountable leadership. 

12. Yes to all points. 

13. I think there is a need to provide drivers with additional training on advanced driver 

assistance systems.  This should not be met on a voluntary basis, I do not believe incentives, 

e.g. via the insurance industry, provides a sufficiently robust way of achieving this important 

training.  It should be mandatory and could be a driving training ‘module’ to accompany 

existing training. 

14. I think there is a case to create a new investigation department, this could be operated on a 

tired approach, for example: 

a. All collisions involving injury / death or high profile – (high profile needs to be 

properly defined) should be referred to the ‘accident’ investigation branch 



(Automated Vehicle Collision Branch) who should make a determination as to 

whether they launch n independent investigation, or require a local investigation 

but with their scrutiny. 

b. An advisory service should be provided for technical support to all ‘local’ 

investigations, injury / death and non-injury, as a single source of expertise 

15. 1. I do not think there is any value in comparing accident rates of automated vehicles with 

human drivers.  The aspiration must be for automated vehicles to be 100% safe and progress 

towards this should be the most important measurement.  It could also be that as 

automation increases the incidence of human drivers at fault decreases making the 

comparison of these two very different starting points difficult to interpret or to draw useful 

conclusions from. 2. Yes. 

16. 1. The two things are fundamentally different.  There will be factors within a collision that 

can only apply to one type of driving, for example if there is a software fault that cannot 

happen to a human driver so is never going to be comparable. I refer to the point above, one 

of the challenges will be to create meaningful comparisons to allow useful conclusions or 

recommendations. 

2. Why not ensure the accident data is self-reporting in the event of an ‘incident’. 

Automated uploading of data at the moment an accident occurs must be within the 

capability of the designers, therefore removing the obligation to report in favour of 

automatic reporting.  This should not be confused with the legal requirement to report 

certain collisions to the police (at least under existing legislation) 

17. 1. No. 2. There is a need for some guidance on causation. 3. The rules should be aligned to 

existing legislation and practice as far as practicable. 

18. No view 

19. No view 

20. Regulation 107 requires amendment 

21. A full review of all current offences is required 

22. I do agree with this statement.  However it does leave a potential gap in accountability, who 

is accountable?  

23. I think this is going to require very close scrutiny.  It risks creating a substantial grey area in 

accountability and potential for prosecution.  I do think the ‘user in charge’ needs to have a 

new set of criminal offences rather than amending existing offences to try and make them 

fit. 

24. 1. Yes. 2. Yes. 3. Yes. 4. Yes 

25. Yes to all points 

26. Yes 

27. 1. Yes. 2. Yes 

28. Yes 

29. 1. Yes. 2. Yes. 3. Yes 

30. In the absence of a user in charge, the design and operation of the vehicle must be able to 

automate these requirements, or prevent motion in the event they cannot be complied 

with. 

31. Yes 

32. Yes 

33. Yes 

34.  If the law is considered inadequate in any sense then new offences should be considered 

35. Yes 

36. Yes 



37. Yes 

38. The starting point has to be the creation of a ‘safe systems’ approach.  The sooner 

collaboration begins the sooner solutions will be found, but nothing should override the 

need for public protection.  The pace of the developing technology cannot be allowed to 

outstrip the pace of developing the ‘rules’. 

39. I would argue a highly automated vehicle need to be highly intelligent and as such the public 

should have confidence they can make appropriate choices in extreme situations. 

40. As above 

41. As above, however, what if tolerances change?  Do automated vehicles present an 

opportunity to abolish tolerances in favour with absolute compliance? 

42. Surely you need to understand why an automated vehicle would find itself in an 

environment where it needs to ‘edge’ through pedestrians in the first place.  It feels like this 

is trying to solve a problem that should not be occurring to start with.  I refer back to my 

point on intelligence capability. 

43. Yes 

44. Yes they should  

45. What they have considered but ruled too expensive in terms if safety, in other words 

identifying the value they have placed on human life. 

46. No view 

  


